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The Butler Gallery is delighted to present an exhibition by Dublin based painter
Mairead O’hEocha.
In 2004, having spent several years dividing her time between England and
Ireland, Mairead O’hEocha settled in Dublin. Trying to find ways to treat the
subject of environment and place in Ireland, O’hEocha chose the ahistorical
timeline of castles, fields, garages and housing estates in the semi-rural SouthEast of Ireland. This area became familiar to the artist as she commuted by car
between Dublin and Wexford. For her, the backroads seemed to be retreating in
time and in tandem with the acceleration of motorway traffic leading to Rosslare.
These new motorways which link to the European mainframe had, she says,
dramatically reduced the traffic and enhanced a sense of ‘stillness’ which seemed
to be more in harmony with the rhythms of rural life. For O’hEocha and her
interest in ‘the specifics of place’, the parallel existences of these roads afford
real sites for questioning what is unique and what is universal.
Her paintings display meticulous balance. They are as aggressively simple in
their finish as they are densely layered and precise in their execution. She
employs first-hand visual information through notes, drawings and photographs.
This process combines: collecting, absorbing, re-cycling and re-arranging.
O’hEocha brilliantly mimics the variances of our Irish skies; from the stillness of
an unyielding Winter to the unpredictable movement of cumulus clouds. She
chooses sites for her paintings that are simple and everyday, yet deliberate and
considered. She understands ‘local’ to be an increasingly abstract term and
creates images that convey human feelings of longing and belonging.

-2The oil paint on flat board shows brushwork and layered decisions with the
clarity of an architect’s structural plans. Such self-contained and modestlyscaled works have to be experienced in person. To spend time in their presence
is to be affected and rewarded, as there are few contemporary Irish paintings
that demand attention in the way that O’hEocha’s paintings do.
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whisper concrete, the title of this exhibition,
describes a type of concrete that is specifically
designed to absorb traffic noise.
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